HANDHELD RECEIVERS – SCANNERS

**YAESU FTA 250L VHF HANDHELD RADIO**
The Yaesu FTA-250L is an affordable, compact (COMM ONLY) Airband transceiver. Featuring an extremely rugged Polycarbonate housing with an IPX5 Watertight and proof rating for use in harsh environments with rain, splash and spray. Loud 700mW audio output guarantees that radio calls will not be missed even in noisy environments. 8.33kHz Narrow Band capable, with a huge programmable 250 channel capacity memory bank. The FTA-250L comes programmed with Yaesu’s exclusive E2O Easy to Operate menu system making the radio a pleasure to operate without the use of a manual. The intuitive operating system is further complemented by the high resolution Dot Matrix display and the bright, fully Lit, sunlight viewable backlight. Value packaged with a High Capacity (1900mAh) Li-Ion battery. Includes Alkaline battery tray (6 x AA). NOAA Weather Channels with WX alert. PC programmable.

P/N 11-14905 ........... $235.00

**GLOBALSTAR SAT-FI® VOICE AND DATA PACKAGE**
The Sat-Fi Package is perfect for pilots who want to provide affordable voice and data services to their passengers. This small and portable Sat-Fi allows up to 8 smart devices to connect to the Globalstar satellite network through Wi-Fi, so your passengers can be productive and run their business even in the air. Includes: Globalstar Sat-Fi, Aviation Antenna, SPOT TRACE (first year of Basic Service is included)

P/N 11-14321 ........... $1,700.00

**AERIAL ANTIMION AC35CLOCK RADIO BASE SCANNER**
The BC345CRS is a multi-featured conventional channel scanner. Easily enter and store frequencies for police, fire/emergency, marine, air and more into 500 channels over ten banks. The scanner also features AM/FM clock radio with snooze and NOAA weather broadcasts.

P/N 11-11412 ........... $109.95

**AVIONICS PIN TEST KIT**
Technicians can work with a higher degree of safety when using the PIN-TS KIT. This kit contains the correctly sized tools for successful connector pin-testing without the need for improvised testing methods with uninsulated electrical contacts or the wrong size of pins that can result in electric shock to the user or lost/damaged pins. This kit has all of the essentials including insulated test leads, a ground lead, and two sets of four screw-in pins.

P/N 11-13538 ........... $217.95

**PEREGRINE AIRSPEED SWITCH KIT**

P/N 10-05913 ........... $125.00

**GLOBALSTAR AVIATION KITS**
The GSP-1700 Package is ideal for the “pilot on the go” who wants and needs the convenience of portable satellite communications. Small and lightweight, the GSP-1700 allows you to go from cockpit to car, beach, hangar or wherever your final destination without being tethered to your aircraft. The GSP-1700 is the ultimate handheld portable satellite phone so you can stay connected beyond cellular. Antenna easily mounts to the outside of an aircraft. With the Globalstar 9600 you have Wi-Fi enabled devices (smartphones, laptops, tablets) to send and receive email using the fastest data speeds in the MSS industry. Spot Trace Satellite technology that tracks beyond the reach of traditional cellular coverage. Includes Phone.

14V ................. P/N 11-14524 ........... $1,600.00

**WINDSHIELD ANTENNA KIT FOR HANDHELD RADIOS**
This antenna kit attaches to the inside of the windshield & dramatically improves portable nav/com’s transmit, receive, and VOR performance based on extensive field testing. It is portable and ideal for those who can’t use an ANT-3B. Simply attaches one’s own flexible antenna to inside of windshield with BNC, coax, suction cup adapter. Works with any handheld radio using BNC connections.

P/N 11-18603 ........... $28.95
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